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Abstract         
The primary purpose of this investigation was to test two key characteristics hypothesized to 
influence the validity of situational and behavior description interviews.  A meta-analysis of 54 
studies with a total sample size of 5,536 suggested that job complexity influences the validity of 
situational interviews, with decreased validity for high complexity jobs, but does not influence the 
validity of behavior description interviews.  And, results indicated a main effect for study design 
across both situational and behavior descriptive interviews, with predictive studies having 0.10 
lower validity on average than concurrent studies.  Directions for future research are discussed.
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The Impact of Job Complexity and Study Design on Situational
and Behavior Description Interview Validity
Situational (SI) and behavior description1 (BDI) interviews have emerged as the premier 
formats for conducting modern structured interviews (Campion, Palmer, & Campion, 1997; 
Harris, 1989; Motowidlo, 1999).  The main difference between them is that the former focuses on 
evaluation of intended reactions to hypothetical job situations (Latham, Saari, Pursell, & Campion, 
1980) while the latter focuses on evaluation of reactions in actual situations from each candidate’s 
past relevant to the target position (Janz, 1982).  Both are typically developed from critical 
incidents and often can be written to assess the same job characteristics (Campion, Campion, & 
Hudson, 1994).  Both also have a theoretical basis, namely goal setting (i.e., that intentions are the 
immediate precursor of a person’s actions; Latham, 1989) and behavioral consistency (i.e., that the 
past is the best predictor of the future; Janz, 1989).
Research suggests that these interview formats provide good validity for predicting a 
variety of criteria such as educational grades, task performance, and/or organizational citizenship 
behavior.  In addition to a number of individual studies published over the last two decades (e.g., 
Janz, 1982; Johnson, 1991; Latham & Saari, 1984; Latham & Skarlicki, 1995; Morgeson, Reider, 
& Campion, 2002; Orpen, 1985; Weekley & Gier, 1987), there have been two relative recent meta-
analyses conducted specifically on situational and/or behavior description interviews.  Latham and 
Sue-Chan (1999) found a mean corrected validity of 0.47 across 20 situational interview studies. 
Similarly, Taylor and Small (2002) found a mean corrected validity of 0.45 across 30 situational 
interview studies and 0.56 across 19 behavior description studies.
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However, a major limitation of the current literature is that very little is known about the 
factors that influence (i.e., moderate) the validity of these structured interviews.  One potentially 
important factor is the complexity of the job.  There appears to be an implicit assumption in much 
of the interview literature that situational and behavior description interviews work equally well 
for all types of jobs, an assumption which has recently come into question (Pulakos & Schmitt, 
1995; Huffcutt, Weekley, Wiesner, & DeGroot, 2001).
Another potentially important moderating factor is the design of the study, namely whether 
it was conducted in a predictive or in a concurrent manner.  Similar to job complexity, there 
appears to be an implicit assumption in much of the interview literature that the two designs yield 
equivalent validities (see Barrett, Phillips, & Alexander, 1981, for a discussion of the equivalency 
of these designs in general selection).  However, as outlined later (e.g., Hough, 1998; Salgado & 
Moscoso, 1995; Schmitt, Gooding, Noe, & Kirsch, 1984), there is reason to suspect that predictive 
and concurrent designs do not yield equivalent results for situational and behavior description 
interviews, specifically that predictive validities may be lower than concurrent validities.
Clearly, researchers and organizational decision makers need to know the extent to which 
job complexity and study design influence SI and/or BDI outcomes.  Without such knowledge 
some developers conducting their own validation study may be unpleasantly surprised when they 
find lower validity than expected.  In these cases, knowledge of moderating influences might have 
allowed them to make different decisions to improve validity, including using one structured 
format rather than the other format.  In situations where a validity study is not conducted locally, 
relying on mean estimates from other analyses could result in inaccurate estimates of validity, even 
inappropriate decisions regarding what selection methods to use.
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The primary purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the moderating influence that job 
complexity and study design have on the validity of situational and behavior description 
interviews.  We believe that understanding the influence of these moderators is an important and 
necessary step in the continued evolution of structured interviewing methodology.  We begin with 
a more in-depth discussion of the potential influence that job complexity and study design could 
have on validity.
Moderators of Situational and Behavior Description Interview Validity
Job complexity.  Several researchers have suggested that the validity of situational 
interviews may be affected by the complexity of the job, particularly that situational interviews 
may be less effective for positions of higher complexity.  Pulakos and Schmitt (1995) interviewed 
federal investigative agents with a situational and a behavior description interview and found 
considerably lower validity for the situational portion.  Offering a potential explanation for this 
unexpected effect, they reported that some candidates thought through every possible contingency 
when answering the situational questions while other candidates gave responses that were more 
superficial.  Yet, because the latter answers were still essentially correct according to the rating 
benchmarks, the candidates engaging in more complex thought did not necessarily receive higher 
ratings.  Pulakos and Schmitt did not experience such difficulties with the behavior description 
portion of their interview.  Similarly, in an analysis of retail district managers, Huffcutt et al. 
(2001) found considerably higher validity for the behavior description portion than for the 
situational portion.
However, the above evidence represents only two studies and additional SI and BDI studies 
are available which involve a position of higher complexity.  Accordingly, a meta-analytic test 
could more conclusively confirm or disconfirm whether situational interviews are less effective for 
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complex positions, and that is one of the main purposes of this investigation.  We will argue a little 
later that BDIs should not be as susceptible to job complexity effects.
There are at least two conceptual / methodological reasons to suspect a moderating 
influence from job complexity on situational interviews.  The first is based on Pulakos and 
Schmitt’s (1995) reported difficulty regarding scoring of responses.  It is possible that the standard 
situational scoring system, namely a five-point scale with relatively brief benchmarks at the one, 
three, and five points, may be perfectly fine for low and medium complexity positions.  But, unless 
carefully pretested and refined, it may not be detailed enough to differentiate thoroughly among 
the more intricate and detailed answers given by candidates for more complex positions.  It is our 
observation that a number of situational studies available in the interview literature did not do 
extensive pretesting.
The other possible reason could relate to the “richness” of the questions themselves.  The 
critical incidents collected for complex positions are likely to be more complicated and multi-
faceted than those for less complex positions.  Similar to the scoring issue noted above, it could be 
that the standard process of turning critical incidents into hypothetical scenarios works reasonably 
well for positions of low and medium complexity.  However, unless carefully pretested, the subtle 
details and underlying dynamics may not always be adequately captured when incidents from more 
complex positions are turned into hypothetical questions.
In contrast, there is much less reason to suspect that BDI validity would be moderated by 
job complexity.  The complexities and dynamics involved in critical situations for more complex 
jobs should have a better opportunity to emerge because the candidate presents the situation rather 
than the situation being read from a prepared question.  Moreover, in cases where a situation 
presented by an interviewee is not clear, the interviewer is usually encouraged to probe further 
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(Janz, 1989).  While such probing may take extra-time, it could, if consistently applied, ensure that 
interviewers and interviewees share a common understanding of that situation and its inherent 
complexities and outcomes.  We therefore predicted that the validity of situational interviews 
would show at least some decrement for positions of higher complexity while the validity of 
behavior description interviews would be relatively unaffected by the complexity of the job.
Study design.  There appeared to be a common opinion in earlier selection literature that 
concurrent designs were not as desirable as predictive designs.  Barrett, Phillips, and Alexander 
(1981) summarized the four main criticisms of the concurrent design that were thought to make it 
inferior (i.e., missing people, restriction of range, motivation / demographic differences between 
applicants and incumbents, and confounding by job experience), and argued that these criticisms 
were not as problematic as previously thought.  Further, they cited empirical evidence showing 
similar validity coefficients for a major test of cognitive ability, the General Aptitude Test Battery 
(Bemis, 1968).
In a subsequent and large-scale empirical investigation, Schmitt et al. (1984) found that 
concurrent validities across several types of predictors (not including interviews) were actually 
higher on average than predictive validities.  Specifically, they found that the concurrent studies in 
their analysis had a mean validity 0.04 higher than the predictive studies where the predictor was 
not used in selection and 0.08 higher than the predictive studies where the predictor was used in 
selection (see page 412 in Schmitt et al.).  They hypothesized that, with many predictors, the 
indirect restriction assumed to occur in concurrent designs (through attrition and promotion) may 
in fact be less severe on average than the direct restriction of range that commonly occurs with 
predictive designs.  In a more recent investigation, Hough (1998) found that the mean validity for 
concurrent personality inventory studies was 0.07 higher than the mean validity for predictive 
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studies.
Unfortunately, design differences have rarely been studied in relation to structured 
employment interviews.  In the only known meta-analysis, Salgado and Moscoso (1995) found that 
the mean estimated validity of structured behavior interviews (including both situational and 
behavior description studies combined) was 0.08 higher for the 15 concurrent studies in their 
dataset than for the 10 predictive studies in their dataset (see also Salgado, 1999).  As discussed in 
the next section, considerably more studies have become available since their meta-analysis, which 
gave us a larger base upon which to derive estimates and also provided a better opportunity to do 
separate SI and BDI analyses.
Conceptually, there is reason to expect higher validity for concurrent studies than for 
predictive studies for both situational and behavior description interviews.  Unlike with mental 
ability testing, being an incumbent in a structured interview could have a direct influence on the 
predictor-criterion relationship.  In particular, it is likely that candidates base at least some of their 
responses on situations and experiences from their current position, and supervisors in turn may 
base their performance ratings on the same set of behaviors.  The result of operating from a 
common base of behaviors should be a higher validity correlation.
Another possible explanation for higher concurrent validity is differences in criterion 
reliability as a function of the length of the rater-ratee acquaintance.  Rothstein (1990), for 
example, found that criterion reliability increased as the rater knew the ratee for increased lengths 
of time   It is quite possible that raters know the ratees for longer periods of time in concurrent 
studies than in predictive studies, which in turn could increase validity.
In summary, there are two potential factors that could increase validity for concurrent 
studies relative to that for predictive studies:  operating from a common base of behaviors and 
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longer rater-ratee acquaintances.  Accordingly, we predicted that situational and behavior 
description interview studies utilizing a concurrent design would have higher overall validity than 
studies utilizing a predictive design, perhaps even a greater difference than those reported by 
Schmitt et al. (1984) and Hough (1998) for other predictors.
Method
Search for Studies
We conducted an extensive search to locate situational and behavior description interview 
studies for our investigation.  Studies included in previous interview meta-analyses were identified 
(Huffcutt & Arthur, 1994; Huffcutt & Woehr, 1999; Latham & Sue-Chan, 1999; McDaniel et al., 
1994; Taylor & Small, 2002; Wiesner & Cronshaw, 1988).  Issues from 1999 to the present of the 
Journal of Applied Psychology and Personnel Psychology were examined to locate any interview 
studies that were published after those in the meta-analyses listed above.  Conference programs 
from 1999 to 2002 from the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology and the 
Academy of Management were similarly checked to find any more recent studies.  As additional 
measures the databases PsychLit and ABI-INFORM were reviewed, an internet search was made 
using the engine Google, and supplemental inquiries were made to prominent researchers in the 
interview area to obtain any additional studies not included in the above sources.
Two main criteria guided our search.   First, the criterion in the studies had to reflect 
overall job performance in an actual position in business and industry (either applicants or 
incumbents) or in a professional training program that included duties in an on-the-job setting 
(e.g., medical school resident).  Although the two meta-analyses described earlier included studies 
with other criterion such as academic grades and organizational citizenship behavior2, we believed 
it important and advantageous to focus only on overall job performance.  Doing so strengthens the 
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ability to make generalizations to the prediction of job performance, and allows better comparison 
to the results of other predictors that have been validated relative to overall job performance (see 
Borman, 1991; Hunter & Hunter, 1984; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998).  Thus, we excluded several 
studies involving university students in an academic program where the criterion was grades (e.g., 
Schuler & Funke, 1989, second study; Schuler & Prochaska, 1990; Sue-Chan, Latham, & Evans, 
1995), several other studies involving performance in training without corresponding duties in the 
actual job setting (Huffcutt et al., 2001, study 1; Mosher, 1991), and one study were the criterion 
was organizational citizenship behavior (Latham & Skarlicki, 1995).
Second, studies had to be true situational or behavior description interviews where all of 
the questions were of the intended type (either situational or behavior description) and responses 
were scored accordingly to established guidelines.  We excluded two of Kennedy’s (1986) studies 
because, after obtaining an actual copy of her dissertation, we discovered that less than half of the 
questions in these two studies involved hypothetical situations where candidates were asked what 
they would do.  Similarly, we excluded Campion, Pursell, and Brown (1988) study because their 
interview included other types of questions such as job knowledge and worker requirements.  We 
also eliminated the second study in Latham and Saari (1984) because it appeared that the 
interviewers did not use the established rating scales but rather just asked the questions and then 
made subjective ratings after the interviews.  (We did use data from the follow-up to the second 
study where the interview was used correctly; see Latham & Saari, p. 573.)
Lastly, we excluded three additional studies even though they met the above criteria.  We 
did not use the study of convenience store cashiers by Hays (1990) because at the time the 
performance criteria were collected (90 days after hire) only 38 of the original 104 cashiers were 
still employed.  In fact, many appear to have left shortly after being hired, often within the first 
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week.  This resulted in fairly extreme and atypical range restriction on the criterion.  We also did 
not use the study by Lin and Adrian (1993) because it involved internal promotion and the 
interviewers were given a copy of the candidates’ most recent performance appraisal right before 
the interview.  Lastly, we did not use the study by Kleinmann and Deller (1993) because the 
subjects were people from within the organization who volunteered to be interviewed but were not 
in the intended position nor did they plan to apply for it, and performance appraisals from their 
current positions were used as the validation criteria.
As a result of this search we were able to locate 54 usable employment interview studies 
with a total sample size of 5,536.  Citations for these studies are included in the general list of 
references, identified by an asterisk.  The studies included a wide range of sources, job types, 
companies, and products.  In terms of format, 32 of these studies were situational, with a total 
sample size of 2,815, and 22 were behavior description, with a total sample size of 2,721.
Comparison with other SI and BDI Meta-Analyses
Latham and Sue-Chan (1999) analyzed 20 studies in their meta-analysis of SI validity, and 
13 of those studies were also included in our dataset.  In regards to the 7 studies in their dataset 
that we chose to exclude, 5 involved criteria other than overall job performance such as university 
grades (e.g., Schuler & Prochaska, 1990) and organizational citizenship behavior (Latham & 
Skarlicki, 1995), one had atypical problems with the sample (Hays, 1990), and another involved 
several different types of questions (e.g., job knowledge, worker requirements) in addition to 
situational (Campion et al., 1988).  Through our extensive search we were able to find an 
additional 19 SI studies, giving us a total of 32 SI studies.
Taylor and Small’s (2002) meta-analysis included analysis of both situational and behavior 
description interview validity.  They had 30 SI studies in their dataset, 23 of which were included 
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in our dataset. Of the remaining 7 studies in their dataset that we chose to exclude, 2 involved 
criteria other than overall job performance such as organizational citizenship behavior (e.g., 
Latham & Skarlicki, 1995), 3 were not true situational interviews in that they included other types 
of questions (Campion et al., 1988; Kennedy, 1986, studies 1 & 2), and another was the Hays 
(1990) study mentioned above.  The final study we excluded was the original second study in 
Latham and Saari (1984) where the interviewers did not use the rating scales provided.  Through 
our search we were able to find an additional 9 SI studies, giving us a total of 32 SI studies.
Taylor and Small (2002) also had 19 BDI studies, 17 of which were in our dataset.  The 
two studies from their dataset which we did not use were Latham and Skarlicki (1995), where the 
criterion was organizational citizenship behavior, and Latham and Saari (1984), where the 
majority of questions were not behavior description in nature but rather appeared to be Ghiselli-
type (1966) questions such as “Why did you want this job?”.  Through our search we were able to 
find an additional 5 BDI studies, giving us a total of 22 BDI studies.
As evident from the above discussion, our dataset differed from Latham and Sue-Chan 
(1999) and Taylor and Small (2002) in four ways:  (1) it was larger than either of these two 
datasets;  (2) we limited it to studies where the criterion was overall job performance; (3) we 
excluded several individual studies because they contained other types of questions; and (4) we 
excluded several other studies for methodological shortcomings.  As a result we believe that our 
studies are a better representation of SI and BDI validity and that estimates derived from them 
should provide more accurate information for personnel decision-makers, especially if they want 
to compare them with estimates for other predictors that have been validated relative to overall job 
performance.  Moreover, our capability to perform meaningful moderator analyses was enhanced 
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because we controlled for extraneous variance resulting from inclusion of heterogeneous criteria 
and inclusion of studies with non-situational or behavior description questions.
Coding of Study Variables
All validity correlations were recorded as observed without correction for artifacts such as 
criterion unreliability.  Job complexity was coded using the three-level framework outlined by 
Hunter, Schmidt, and Judiesch (1990) where unskilled and semi-skilled jobs such as toll-booth 
collector, receptionist, and mail-sorter are coded as low complexity, jobs such as skilled trades, 
first-line supervisors, and lower-level administrators are coded as medium complexity, and higher-
level positions such as managers, physicians, and engineers are coded as high complexity.  Their 
framework is based on Hunter’s (1980) original system for coding the information processing 
requirements of positions and combines various levels of data and/or things from the Dictionary of  
Occupational Titles (U.S. Department of Labor, 1977).  Other variables, including sample size and 
study format (predictive vs. concurrent), were coded as provided in the studies.
Both the first and the second authors independently coded all study variables in order to 
increase the reliability of the coding process and to allow assessment of interrater reliability.  Any 
disagreements were discussed and resolved.  In a limited number of studies where consensus was 
not reached because the information provided was not sufficiently clear, we contacted the authors 
for clarification.  The interrater reliability correlations were 0.99 for the validity coefficients, 0.87 
for job complexity, and 1.00 for study design (all p<.0001).  These values suggest that the study 
variables were reliably coded.
Overall Analysis of Situational and Behavior Description Validity
To get an idea of the overall effect across studies features, we first computed the mean 
validity correlation for the SI and BDI studies in our dataset.  Similar to Huffcutt, Roth, and 
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McDaniel (1996) we employed a modified version of sample weighting.  As in that study, the 
concern was that a handful of large-sample studies would dominate the results, particularly so with 
the moderator analyses described later where the number of studies in some of the categories was 
relatively small.  Huffcutt et al. used a three point framework where the largest study was weighted 
three times the smallest based on naturally occurring groupings of sample size.  We used a very 
similar system here where studies with sample sizes less than 40 were weighted 1.0 (k=15), studies 
with sample sizes between 40 and 75 were weighted 1.5 (k=15), studies with samples sizes 
between 76 and 110 were weighted 2.0 (k=13), studies with sample sizes between 111 and 200 
were weighted 2.5 (k=7), and, finally, studies with sample sizes greater than 200 were weighted 
3.0 (k=4).  Such a system retained the advantage of allowing studies based on a larger sample to 
contribute more to the results, yet limited their contribution to no more than three times that of any 
other study.
Then we computed the variance across the SI and BDI studies using the same weighting 
scheme described above and estimated the percent of that variance that was attributable to 
sampling error.3  Hunter and Schmidt (1990) suggest that if at least 75% of the observed variance 
is accounted by sampling error, moderator variables are either not present or if present have 
minimal influence.  We followed their guideline in determining whether other factors (e.g., job 
complexity, study design) moderated SI and/or BDI validity.
After that we formed confidence intervals around the observed mean correlations using the 
methodology outlined by Viswesvaran, Ones, and Schmidt (1996).  They formed 80% intervals 
around the mean correlations in their meta-analysis of criterion reliability values, and we did 
likewise because they appear to provide an adequate representation of sampling error variability 
for selection-related meta-analyses.  Specifically, we took the mean correlation plus / minus 1.28 
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times the square root of the observed variance divided by the number of coefficients (Osburn & 
Callender, 1992; Viswesvaran et al., 1996).  In regards to interpretation, there is an 80% 
probability that the mean correlation from an entirely different set of studies (e.g., 32 other SI 
studies) would fall within this interval.
Finally, we corrected the observed mean validity estimates for two artifacts:  measurement 
error in the criterion and range restriction in the interview ratings (Hunter & Schmidt, 1990).  Our 
dataset contained nine estimates of criterion interrater reliability, and the mean of these estimates 
was 0.72.  This value is somewhat higher than the frequently cited value of 0.52 reported by 
Viswesvaran et al. (1996).  There are two reasons for our more conservative estimate.  First, in 
some of these studies fairly elaborate and sophisticated performance evaluation instruments were 
created as part of the validity study, and these would be expected to have higher reliability than 
standard administrative ones used by many organizations.  Second, in over half of these studies 
performance ratings were obtained from multiple raters, and these ratings were subsequently 
combined for the validity analysis.  In these cases we used the reliability estimates representing all 
raters involved rather than using the reliability of a single rater as the former appeared more 
representative of the actual reliability.
Our dataset also contained three estimates of range restriction, specifically the ratio of the 
restricted to unrestricted standard deviation, which is typically designated as “u”.  The mean value 
for u in these three studies was 0.70.  This value is slightly lower than the 0.74 value found by 
Huffcutt and Arthur (1994) but higher than the 0.61 value found by Salgado and Moscoso (2002); 
given its position between these two more established estimates we went ahead and used the value 
of 0.70 for the range restriction ratio.  Corrections for both criterion unreliability and interview 
range restriction were performed using the methodology outlined by Hunter and Schmidt (1990).
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Analysis of Moderator Variables
First we analyzed the influence that job complexity had on SI and BDI validity.  Here we 
separated the SI studies according to whether the position involved was low, medium, or high 
complexity and then computed the mean validity, observed variance, sampling error variance, 
confidence interval, and corrected validity separately for each level using the methodology 
described above.  Then we separated the BDI studies into the same three levels and performed the 
same computations.
To analyze the moderating effect of study design, we separated the SI and BDI studies 
respectively as to whether they were predictive or concurrent and performed the same analyses as 
with job complexity.  Then, we combined the SI and BDI studies and did a final analysis where we 
compared the predictive and concurrent designs across both types of interviews.
Results
Results for the analyses of overall SI and BDI validity are presented in Table 1.  Across the 
32 situational studies with a total sample size of 2,815, the mean observed validity correlation was 
0.26 and the observed variance was 0.0213.  Estimated sampling error variance was 0.0100, 
suggesting that only 47% of the observed variance was attributable to sampling error.  Thus, the 
presence of moderator variables appeared likely.  After correction for criterion unreliability and 
range restriction in the interview ratings, the mean correlation increased to 0.43.
Across the 22 behavior description studies with a total sample size of 2,721, the mean 
observed validity correlation was 0.31 and the observed variance was 0.0149.  Estimated sampling 
error variance was 0.0067, suggesting that only 45% of the observed variance was attributable to 
sampling error.  Thus, the presence of moderator variables also appeared likely.  After correction 
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for criterion unreliability and range restriction in the interview ratings, the mean correlation 
increased to 0.51.
Results for the analyses of job complexity are also presented in Table 1.  For situational 
interviews, the mean validity across the 13 low-complexity studies with a total sample size of 
1,320 was 0.27 (0.44 corrected), while the mean validity across the 13 medium-complexity studies 
with a total sample size of 714 was 0.31 (0.51 corrected).  In contrast, the mean validity across the 
6 high-complexity SI studies with a total sample size of 781 was only 0.18 (0.30 corrected). 
Moreover, the 80% confidence interval for the high complexity SI studies did not overlap at all 
with the one for the medium complexity SI studies and overlapped only slightly with the 
confidence interval for the low complexity SI studies.  Consistent with our first hypothesis, these 
findings suggest that situational interviews may not be as effective for positions of higher 
complexity, although the modest number of studies for the high complexity category (k=6) makes 
this conclusion at least somewhat tentative.
For behavior description interviews, the mean validity across the three complexity levels 
was 0.30 for low complexity (k=4, N=835), 0.32 for medium complexity (k=10, N=903), and 0.31 
for high complexity (k=8, N=983).  The corrected values were 0.48, 0.51, and 0.51 respectively. 
The very consistent nature of these findings suggests that the validity of behavior description 
interviews is not moderated by job complexity, although the modest number of low complexity 
studies (k=4) makes the finding for this category more tentative.
Results for study design are shown in Table 2.  The mean validity across the 12 predictive 
studies (both SI and BDI combined) with a total sample size of 1,573 was 0.23 (0.38 corrected). 
In contrast, the mean uncorrected validity across the 41 concurrent studies (both SI and BDI 
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combined) with a total sample size of 3,838 was 0.30 (0.48 corrected), an uncorrected difference 
of 0.07 and a corrected difference of 0.10.
As a further analysis of study design we removed the six situational studies involving a 
high complexity position.  All six of these studies were concurrent, and, as noted above in the job 
complexity results, this cell had noticeably lower validity.  Accordingly, there was a possible 
confound on the study design results from the job complexity results.  After removing these six 
studies, which removed the confounding effect of job complexity, the resulting mean validity 
across the remaining 35 concurrent studies with a total sample size of 3,097 was 0.33 (0.53 
corrected), an uncorrected difference of 0.10 and a corrected difference of 0.15.  This result is 
labeled “Concurrent adjusted” in Table 2.  As shown, the 80% confidence intervals for the 
predictive and concurrent-adjusted designs do not overlap.  Thus, our second hypothesis, that 
concurrent studies would have higher overall validity than predictive studies, also appears to be 
supported.
Results for analysis of study design within each type of interview are as follows.  For the SI 
studies, the mean validity across the 10 predictive SI studies with a total sample size of 884 was 
0.25 (0.41 corrected) while the mean validity across the 22 concurrent SI studies with a total 
sample size of 1,931 was 0.27 (0.44 corrected).  After removing the six high complexity studies, 
the mean validity for the remaining 16 concurrent studies with a total sample size of 1,150 was 
0.31 (0.50 corrected), an uncorrected difference of 0.06 from the predictive mean (0.09 corrected 
difference).  For the BDI studies, the mean validity across the 2 predictive BDI studies with a total 
sample size of 689 was 0.20 (0.33 corrected) while the mean validity across the 19 concurrent BDI 
studies with a total sample size of 1,947 was 0.34 (0.54 corrected), an uncorrected difference of 
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0.14 (0.21 corrected difference).  However, this difference should be interpreted with extreme 
caution given the low number of predictive BDI studies (k=2).
Discussion
The primary purpose of this investigation was to assess the influence that job complexity 
and study design have on validity estimates of overall job performance for situational and behavior 
description interviews.  Our results suggest that job complexity has an influence on the validity of 
situational interviews and that study design has an influence on the validity of both situational and 
behavior description interviews.  Clearly it would appear that these factors need to be taken into 
account when making selection decisions or inappropriate decisions and/or loss of performance 
could result.
In regards to job complexity, our results suggest some caution when using situational 
interviews for high complexity positions.  For these jobs the mean uncorrected validity was 
estimated to be 0.18 for situational interviews, which is noticeably lower than the uncorrected 
estimate of 0.31 found for behavior description interviews.  For positions of medium and low 
complexity, however, our results indicate that both situational and behavior description interviews 
provide comparable validity.  In fact, the mean uncorrected validity for both types of interviews 
across both low and medium complexity positions ranged from only 0.27 to 0.32.  Accordingly, it 
would appear that validity tends to be very robust in these situations, and not particularly 
dependent on the type of job involved or the structured interview format utilized.
A key question that emerges from the above discussion is why situational interviews may 
not work as well for positions of higher complexity.  One strong possibility is that it is more 
difficult to develop situational interviews for these types of jobs.  It may be somewhat tricky, for 
example, to write hypothetical questions that capture the intricacies and subtle dynamics often 
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found in critical situations for these types of positions and/or to develop scoring anchors that allow 
relatively sophisticated differentiation of responses.  While such methodological concerns could be 
alleviated through careful pretesting and refinement of both the questions and the scoring anchors, 
it our observation that such pretesting and refinement is not done consistently in the studies 
available in the interview literature.
Another possibility is that the candidates for these types of positions, because of their 
greater faculties, may have more of a tendency to report what they believe the interviewers want to 
hear and not necessarily what they would actually do in the situations presented.  Kleinmann and 
Klehe (2001), for example, found that interviewees who recognized the underlying dimensions 
being assessed by SI questions received higher overall ratings.  Latham and his colleagues (Latham 
& Sue-Chan 1999; Latham & Skarlicki, 1995) in fact emphasize that situational questions should 
include some type of dilemma which forces the respondents to choose between equally desirable 
courses of action in order to reduce the possibility of socially desirable responding.  It is our 
observation that a majority of the situational studies in the current interview literature include 
questions that do not have an obvious dilemma.  One important direction for future research 
therefore is to assess the effectiveness of including a dilemma in reducing socially desirable 
responding and in improving validity.
Regardless of the underlying reasons, differences in validity as a function of job 
complexity could have important financial and operational implications.  Assuming uncorrected 
validity estimates for high complexity jobs of 0.18 for situational interviews and 0.31 for behavior 
description interviews, a standard deviation in performance (SDy) of $32,300 (e.g., regional sales 
manger from Burke & Frederick, 1984), that 50 individuals are selected a year, and that 
individuals stay with the organization for five years, the increase in performance from using a BDI 
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rather than a SI over this timeframe would be estimated at $1,049,750.  This analysis of course 
assumes that costs of development and administration for these interviews are equivalent, which is 
a reasonable assumption.  Our point here is not to make the most financially accurate estimate of 
utility, but rather to illustrate how choosing the most appropriate interviewing approach might help 
organizations to function more effectively.
In regards to study design, our results clearly suggest that predictive and concurrent designs 
are not equivalent.  We found that situational and behavior description studies conducted with a 
concurrent design had a mean validity that was 0.10 higher than the studies conducted with a 
predictive design using uncorrected values and a mean validity that was 0.15 higher when 
comparing corrected values.  We believe this finding to be of significance for the science and 
practice of structured interviewing.  Such a finding is particularly noteworthy because it exceeds 
the differences reported for other predictors (Hough, 1998; Schmitt et al., 1984), and contributes to 
a growing body of evidence which suggests that for certain predictors (e.g., personality tests, 
structured interviews) concurrent designs often yield higher validity correlations than predictive 
designs.
There are two possible explanations for the higher validity of concurrent designs.  One is 
that the opportunity for incumbents in concurrent studies to utilize experiences and knowledge 
from their present position when answering the interview questions tends to magnify the resulting 
correlation with job performance.  Another important avenue for future research is to determine 
empirically just how much of the answers provided by incumbents are related to their present 
position, and the extent to which this influences validity.  Our findings, although highly tentative, 
further suggest that behavior description interviews might be especially vulnerable to effects of 
study design.  Additional predictive BDI studies are needed to verify this pattern.
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The other possible explanation is that, as suggested by Schmitt et al. (1984), the indirect 
restriction in range associated with concurrent methodology tends to be less severe than the direct 
restriction in range caused by predictive methodology.  If true, a problem emerges when correcting 
for artifacts because data for range restriction typically comes from predictive interview studies 
and thus may result in overcorrection when applied to concurrent studies.  Unfortunately, specific 
information on the degree of restriction in structured interview scores for concurrent samples does 
not appear to be available at the present time.
Regardless of the cause, two important implications for the science and practice of 
structured interviewing emerge from this finding.  First, collapsing across predictive and 
concurrent interview studies when computing mean validity estimates may not be advisable, as the 
resulting estimates would be more heavily influenced by whichever design is more frequently 
represented (which in our case was concurrent), thereby making it less accurate for the design with 
lower representation.  Second, predictive validity coefficients will tend to be lower, and thus 
organizations should exert caution when making selection decisions based on results of a 
predictive validation study.  It is possible, for example, that they might decide to exclude a 
structured interview entirely if the validity correlation comes out lower than expected.
Along the way to investigating our moderator variables we also computed overall estimates 
of validity for both types of structured interviews collapsing across study features such as job 
complexity and study design.  We openly acknowledge that these estimates are more heavily 
weighted by concurrent studies, and that the corrections for them are based on artifact data from 
predictive studies.  Nevertheless, these are the same conditions under which previous estimates of 
mean validity for other predictors have been derived (Hunter & Hunter, 1984; Schmidt & Hunter, 
1998), and are necessary to maintain compatibility.  Our estimates, which we believe to be the best 
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available at the present time, suggest a mean corrected validity of 0.43 for situational interviews 
and a mean corrected validity of 0.51 for behavior description interviews.  We note that these 
validities were computed only for the criterion of overall job performance and were based only on 
studies in which all of the questions were situational or behavior description.
The magnitude of these estimates is such that they appear to compare very favorably with 
the mean validity found for better predictors such as ability tests and work samples (Hunter & 
Hunter, 1984; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998).  Given the typically low correlation between these 
structured interviews and mental ability tests (Cortina, Goldstein, Payne, Davison, & Gilliland, 
2000; Huffcutt et al., 1996), there is a distinct possibility of using both to enhance and maximize 
validity.
As always, limitations should be noted.  First, while larger than other meta-analyses of 
situational and behavior description validity, our dataset nonetheless was smaller than meta-
analyses of some other selection methods such as ability tests.  Part of the reason for the modest 
size was our restriction that the studies involve actual job performance and part of the reason was 
that there just are not an overwhelming number of SI and BDI validity studies available.  Given 
our very extensive search, we doubt that many more studies could be found at this point in time.  It 
is also important to note that interviews are often used in the second stage of a selection system 
after applicants are screened on another test (Roth, Bobko, Switzer, & Dean, 2001), and thus 
sample sizes are often smaller than corresponding studies with other selection methods.  The 
modest size of our dataset was not such a problem for the overall analyses of situational and 
behavior description validity, but was more of a problem with some of the moderator categories 
(e.g., predictive BDI) where the number of studies was considerably lower.
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Second, we had to use mean criterion reliability and range restriction values to correct the 
observed validity correlations because only a minority of studies reported this information, a 
problem that is common in virtually all meta-analyses relating to selection.  In regards to range 
restriction, studies with general mental ability often find that greater restriction in range with high 
complexity jobs than with low complexity jobs.  It is possible that interviews follow the same 
pattern.  If so, then making one global correction could result in some degree of overestimation of 
corrected validity for lower complexity jobs and some degree of underestimation for higher 
complexity jobs.  Similarly, criterion reliability may be higher in concurrent designs than in 
predictive designs due to a longer acquaintance between the raters and the ratees, resulting in some 
degree of overestimation in mean corrected validity for concurrent studies and underestimation in 
predictive studies.
Combined, the range restriction and criterion reliability corrections may have caused 
overestimation of results for concurrent, low complexity studies and underestimation of results for 
predictive, high complexity studies.  Unfortunately, no data are available at the present time for 
estimating such differences in range restriction and criterion reliability empirically, and thus we 
are left in a position to make uniform corrections and acknowledge the limitations thereof.
Lastly, we did not look at other potential moderator variables in addition to job complexity 
and study design.  It is quite possible that other factors also influence the validity of situational and 
behavior description interviews, although they may not have as much influence as job complexity 
and study design.
Not withstanding these limitations, we believe that this investigation makes a valuable 
contribution to the interview literature.  For one thing we identified two important moderators of 
situational and behavior description validity:  job complexity and study design.  For another, we 
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provide stable estimates of the average validity of situational and behavior description interviews 
in predicting overall job performance, something that was not available previously.  Lastly, we 
identified several avenues for future research that could further contribute to our understanding of 
these unique interviewing approaches.
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Footnotes
          1  These interviews have been published under various labels.  For instance, Pulakos and 
Schmitt (1995) called their past-oriented questions “experience-based” while Motowidlo, 
Carter, Dunnette, Tippins, Werner, Burnett, & Vaughan (1992) referred to their past-oriented 
questions collectively as a “structured behavior interview.”  These formats are highly similar 
in that they ask candidates to describe situations from their past relevant to the target position, 
including their reactions to and the outcomes of those situations.
       2  Although OCB is related to evaluation of performance (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, 
Paine, & Bachrach, 2000), it has generally been viewed as behaviors that are more likely to 
be discretionary and less likely to be formally or explicitly rewarded in the organization 
(Organ, 1988).  Thus, in a study focusing on overall job-performance, OCB represents an at 
least somewhat deficient criterion because it does not cover all relevant aspects of the 
criterion-space.
       3  Other artifacts such as study-to-study differences in criterion reliability and range 
restriction no doubt contributed to the observed variance as well.  However, Hunter and 
Schmidt (1990) note that the magnitude of these other variances is typically minor in 
comparison to sampling error.  The example provided by Huffcutt, Arthur, and Bennett 
(1993) illustrates this tenet (see page 126 in their article).  Nonetheless, these other sources 




Overall Validity of Situational and Behavior Description Interviews and Analysis of Job 
Complexity
______________________________________________________________________________ 
          k      TSS     CI80%      Var(r)   Var(e)   PVA       (c)
_______________________________________________________________________________
  Situational Interviews         32    2,815      0.26    .23--.29    .0213   .0100    47% 0.43
     •  Low complexity         13    1,320      0.27    .21--.33    .0257   .0085    33% 0.44
     •  Medium complexity         13       714      0.31    .27--.35    .0111   .0152   100% 0.51
     •  High complexity                           6       781      0.18    .11--.25    .0191   .0072    38% 0.30
  Behavior Description Interviews    22     2,721     0.31    .28--.34    .0149   .0067    45%
0.51
     •  Low complexity           4       835      0.30    .24--.36    .0100   .0040    40% 0.48
     •  Medium complexity          10      903      0.32    .27--.37    .0126   .0090    71% 0.51
     •  High complexity           8       983      0.31    .25--.37    .0203   .0067    33% 0.51
_______________________________________________________________________________
Note.  In the heading above “k” refers to the number of studies, “TSS” is the total sample size for 
those studies, “ r “ is the mean uncorrected validity correlation, “CI80%” is the 80% confidence 
interval around that mean, “Var(r)” is the observed variance in the validity correlations, “Var(e)” 
is the variance expected from sampling error, “PVA” is the percent of variance attributable to 
sampling error, and “ r (c) ” is the mean validity correlation corrected for range restriction in the 




Analysis of Study Design:  Predictive versus Concurrent
______________________________________________________________________________ 
          k      TSS     CI80%      Var(r)   Var(e)   PVA        (c)
_______________________________________________________________________________
  Study Design – Overall
     •  Predictive         12    1,573      0.23    .18--.28    .0166   .0069    42% 0.38
     •  Concurrent         41    3,838      0.30    .27--.33    .0188   .0088    47% 0.48
     •  Concurrent adjusted         35    3,097      0.33    .30--.36    .0154   .0091    59% 0.53
  Situational Interviews
     •  Predictive        10       884      0.25    .19--.31    .0221   .0101    46% 0.41
     •  Concurrent        22    1,931      0.27    .23--.31    .0210   .0101    48% 0.44
     •  Concurrent adjusted        16    1,150      0.31    .27--.35    .0169   .0115    68% 0.50
  Behavior Description Interviews
     •  Predictive         2       689      0.20    .06--.34     .0006      --         -- 0.33
     •  Concurrent       19    1,947      0.34    .31--.37     .0138   .0077    56% 0.54
_______________________________________________________________________________
Note.   All terms and symbols in the heading are the same as defined in Table 1.  Error variance 
and percent-of-variance accounted for are not shown for the predictive BDI category because there 
were only two studies.  The concurrent adjusted category shows the results with the six situational 
studies involving a high complexity position removed.
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